
K 10778

Our largest tool trolley ever for the ultimate storage. 

A large and spacious tool trolley in double-wall steel construction 
with a large work surface in stainless steel and thin rubber mats 
in all drawers. The drawers are fully extendable with strong, 
46 mm, ball-bearing runners. The large top drawer and the lower 
drawer on the right have double runners. To prevent the weight 
of the tools from tipping the cabinet forward, the drawers on the 
left side can only be opened one at a time. 

All drawers have central locking with combination locks, they 
also have transport locking when closed so that the cabinet can 
be moved without the drawers sliding out. 

2 Euro standard electrical socket and 2 USB sockets are located 
on the trolleys right side. Large, ball bearing wheels (PU) with 
suspension, two of which with brake function, 127x50 mm. The 
top drawer can be loaded with 100 kg, all drawers are endurance 
tested with 40 kg last in 50,000 cycles. The trolley is endured on 
a rolling shaker track for 20 km.

for the committed

Heavy duty tool trolley/
movable workbench

Max load per drawer: 40 kg, top drawer 100 kg
Max load for the whole trolley on wheels: 1,000 kg
Dimensions, trolley (inc. wheels), HxWxD: 846 x 1780 x 610 mm
Dimensions, drawers, top HxWxD: 154 x 1599 x 560 mm
Dimensions, drawers, right HxWxD: 75/389 x 591 x 560 mm
Dimensions, drawers, left HxWxD: 75/154 x 960 x 560 mm
Weight when empty: 221 kg
Color: Gray RAL 9006

Gray: K 10778



Product News

for the committed

Top drawer with double ball bearing 
runners on each side

Right side drawers  Left side drawers, opens one at a time

Electric power sockets and USB ports Handle Spring mounted castor suspension, 
with locking device
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